
BIOMIMICRY
DESIGNING WITH NATURE
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NATURE AS MODEL

The Shinkansen bullet train
took its inspiration from the beak

of the kingfisher, resulting in less noise,
more stability and a 15% reduction

in  overall  energy use.

Biomimicry is a relatively new science 

that studies nature’s models and then 

imitates or takes inspiration from these 

designs and processes to solve human 

problems.
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NATURE AS MENTOR

Biomimicry is a way of viewing and 

valuing nature.  It introduces an era 

based not on what we can extract from 

the natural world, but on what we can 

learn from it.

Bucky observed that we 
have extracted everything 

out of the Earth we will 
ever need to.
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NATURE AS MEASURE

One of the most efficient flying 
“machines,” the dragonfly has existed 

for more than 300 million years.

Biomimicry uses an ecological standard 

to judge our innovations.  After 3.8 

billion years of evolution, nature has 

learned: 

What works.  What lasts.
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BIG IDEAS FROM NATURE
What can we learn from biomimicry?
•Self-Assembly

•CO2 as a Feedstock

•Solar Transformations

•The Power of Shape

•Quenching Thirst

•Metals without Mining

•Green Chemistry

•Timed Degradation

•Resilience and Healing

•Sensing and Responding

•Growing Fertility

Janine Benyus
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 Big Idea:  Self-Assembly

Tethya Aurantia = Orange Puffball Sponge

We’re learning how living organisms 

might self-assemble into solar cells, batteries & memory chips.
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 Big Idea:  CO2 as a Feedstock

Today, the Moss Landing Power Plant burns natural gas 

to produce 1,000 megawatts of electric power.  This 

700°F flue gas wafts up and out through enormous 

smokestacks at 30,000 ppm of carbon dioxide.  

But by simply bubbling it through the 

nearby seawater, a new California-

based company called Calera says it 

can use more than 90 percent of that 

CO2 to make something useful:  

CEMENT.

What else will be made from CO2?
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 Big Idea:  Solar Transformation

DyeSol and other companies are mimicking nature’s 
photosynthesis process to create solar cells.
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 Big Idea:  The Power of Shape

The bumps (tubercles) on a whale’s fin improve their efficiency 
by 32%.  WhalePower company used this discovery to make 
windmills 20% more efficient and quieter with less chatter.  

WhalePower has patent rights for many other applications.
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 Big Idea:  Quenching Thirst

The Stenocara beetle lives in the Namibian desert 
where rainfall is almost unheard of.  Fog catching 
fabrics are the result of studying the beetles.
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 Big Idea:  Metals Without Mining

Scientists from the Indian Institute of Science in 
Bangalore have used the bacterium to extract 
metals from sea nodules at room temperature.

Bacillus
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 Big Idea:  Timed Degradation

Blue mussels produce adhesives comparable in strength 

to human-made glues but without carcinogens such as 

formaldehyde and which can cure under water.

At end of life, these threads biodegrade.
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 Big Idea:  Resilience and Healing

Both plant and animal versions 
have the ability to completely dry out and 
come back to life when reintroduced to water.

tartigrade

resurrection plant
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CRASH!

 Big Idea:  Sensing and Responding

Locust can swarm 
80 million in a square 
km with NO collisions.We have 3.6 million car 

collisions per year!

What can we learn from the lowly locust?
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Successes
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Pax Scientific

Jay Harman of Pax Scientific

the “Lily”
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BioPower

BioPower’s 
BioStream mimics swimming 
tuna and the BioWave moves 
like seaweed.

Undersea “wind” farms?
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Speedo

The Power 
of Shape

Fastskin LZR Racer
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Teijin Fibers Limited

The wing colors of the Morpho butterfly come from 
light reflection, not pigments.

MORPHOTEX® “chromogenic” fibers
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THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
BROUGHT US A “NEW” WAY:

HEAT
BEAT
TREAT
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BIOMIMICRY IS PART OF
THE NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
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Sheila is a scientist.  Using video cameras 

recording at 20,000 frames per second, she 

discovered that the 

mantis shrimp had a 

feeding strike that was 

one of the fastest 

movements of the 

animal world.

Biologist: Sheila Patek

What would you do with that discovery?
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DISTILL
DISTILL THE DESIGN FUNCTION

• Don’t ask “What do you want to design.”

• Instead ask “What do you want your design to 

do?”

• Keep asking “Why do you want your design to 

do that?”

© Biomimicry Guild 2007
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TRANSLATE
TRANSLATE TO BIOLOGY

• Identify the functions.

• Ask “How does nature do that function?”

• Reframe the questions.

• Define habitat conditions that reflect design 

parameters.

• Translate Life’s Principles into design 

parameters.

© Biomimicry Guild 2007
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DISCOVER
DISCOVER NATURAL MODELS

• Go outside.

• Consider both literal and metaphorical models.

• Comb the literature.

• Brainstorm with biologists.

• Create a taxonomy of life’s strategies.

© Biomimicry Guild 2007
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DISCOVER
DISCOVER NATURAL MODELS

• Look to nature and 

identify how it solves 

these challenges.  

Identify mentors that 

have adapted or 

depend on a trait for 

their survival.

© Biomimicry Guild 2007 asknature.org
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EMULATE
EMULATE NATURE’S STRATEGIES

• Brainstorm multiple solutions.

• Refer back to the DISCOVER phase and 

consider chimera designs.

• Consult with biological experts.

• Go back to your model and explore more 

strategies.

© Biomimicry Guild 2007
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EMULATE
GENERATE PRODUCT IDEAS

From the mentors on Ask Nature and from 

other resources, generate ideas for 

products and processes that are not only 

cost-effective and innovative, but 

inherently life-friendly and sustainable.

© Biomimicry Guild 2007
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EVALUATE
EVALUATE YOUR DESIGN AGAINST

LIFE’S PRINCIPLES

• Can your design adapt and evolve?

• Does your design create conditions conducive to life?

• How can you improve your design?
• Take a giant step back
• See the Big Picture
• Look for patterns
• Get different PoVs
• Generate more ideas
• Review solutions against Life’s Principles

© Biomimicry Guild 2007
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LIFE’S PRINCIPLES

•  Build from the bottom up

•  Self-assemble

•  Optimize rather than maximize

•  Use free energy

•  Cross-pollinate

•  Embrace diversity

•  Adapt and evolve

•  Use life-friendly materials and processes

•  Engage in symbiotic relationships

•  Enhance the Biosphere
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 Life Creates Conditions Conducive to Life

•  Optimizing rather than Maximizing

•  Using multi-functional design

•  Fitting form to function

•  Leveraging Interdependence

•  Recycling all materials

•  Foster cooperative relationships

•  Self-organizing

•  Using Benign Manufacturing

•  Life-friendly materials

•  Water-based chemistry

•  Self-assembly
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Nature for the
Other 90%

Contact:

David Alan Foster
dalan@designfluence.org
mobile:  650.444.4787

Resources:

Ask Nature
www.asknature.org

Encyclopedia of Life
www.eol.org
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